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Activism 

• Need to understand activism, its procedures from local to macro level and 
how the later relates to each other 

• The various actors includes individuals, communities, societies, groups… 

• Since time  immemorial humans have concerned themselves with events 
that affects them  

• Activism is an ever-changing concept that can be defined and used in various 
contexts 

• The term is often used to represent  action for positive or people-driven 
change  

• At individual and personal level these events often come as social and 
economic problems  

• In most cases these problems are not confined to individuals, but are 
manifestations of problems caused by our inability to exercise control over 
our socio- economic, political and physical environments 

• Activism is a purposeful or common cause in relation to people-related 
problems  

• where the problems should be addressed or removed through some planed 
action 



KEY: 
        Activist tributaries 
        Police, investigative, hit squad 
• Protests, blockades, marches,  
        Heavily armed police 
• Live shooting; police, hit squad 

Public assemblies 
• Voting station 
• Magistrate;       Police Camp  
• Home arrests  
• Public assault  
• Occupy      Hospital 
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• This involves choice between alternative means and resources, mobilising, 
publicity, communications, walking the talk – claiming rights 

Activism as a process 

• No one size fit all  strategy to bring these social and material advancements 

• Use of multi-tactics in raising their demands: protests , barricades, boycotts,  

• There is no single condition of activism to which all struggles can aspire 

• Activist subjections and efforts forms the basis of policies pursued to improve 
livelihoods  

• While these policies sometimes work, they are the reason why millions are 
worse off than they were before 

• Activism therefore come as a widely participatory process of social change in 
a society - to bring about both social and material advancement (including 
greater equality, freedom, peace, justice and other valued qualities  

• Activism implies a conscious thought that informs purposeful human actions  

• Activism for social change is effected when people exercise greater control of 
their environment and resist arbitrary powers 

KEY TO ACTIVISM 

• Collective planning  



08 June 2012 



Routes 

• The African revolution was betrayed by liberation governments/parties 

• gullible governments’ fought colonialism and maintained the colonies 

• The British, French, Portuguese, Belgian, Spanish and Italian (White) 

imperialism is now history but neo-colonialism remained, turning the African 

states into economic blocks or business centers managed by Black 

imperialists.  
• The imperial charities; health, education, technology and infrastructure, were 

avaricious motives for prestige, greatness and security or as masks to curve 

Africa – and now led by our governments 

• Selfishness, greed and irrationality became the nature of rule, ‘survival of the 

fittest, rule of the jungle’.  

• No rule of law, land grabs and 

human rights violations while 

exposing people’s livelihoods to 

the vicious corporate machinery 

and instruments as a result 

failing to respect, uphold and 

defend human rights hence 

xenophobia, tribalism, ethnicity, 

racism, patriarchy, poverty, 

regionalism, slavery…  

Revolting the  
System  



Activism is continuous vigilance for political, social, cultural and economic change 

• either by evolutionary or revolutionary means through conscious human action  

• towards collective evaluative preferences 

• Action planning involves the projection of a course of action over a future 
period of time 

• The inevitably hidden or unintended consequences 

• Activists usually fail to anticipate correctly the course of events that come to 
pass 

• However not all human actions are planned 

• For instance pop-con protests , coup d'état, 

• The phenomena in question is not static but dynamic, landlessness, water, 
unemployment, housing, sanitation, poverty, health, education, environment… 

• and dangerous policies and practices are a common phenomena at all levels of 
governance 

• (CCS Protest Observatory) ; over 8000 protests takes place in SA per year 

• More recently, the new repressive and arbitrary economic and political 
situation; dictatorship, autocracy, authoritarianism, cronyism, patriarchy, 
dominancy, corruption, incompetency, incapacity,  

• Giving rise to new set of globalised approaches to activism BRICS, TICAD, SADC, 
COP… 



A common future for the elites 

• Activism is therefore about exploring problems which should be emphasised 
and what action required to for the action to be successful 

• observation, prediction, selection, implementation and evaluation 

• Contemporary activism attempts to link scientific and technical knowledge to 
actions in the public domain 

• linking rural and urban 

• Taking full advantage of modern technology 



• And this has a direct 
bearing on the planning 
of actions, where people 
become important role 
players in the making  

• NGOs, Faith based movements, interest groups often act and place a strong 
emphasis on the structural inequalities that exist in a society 

• They consequently make use of counter-government initiatives in order to 
achieve certain development goals R2K, SDCEA (DOP), Bricks from Below, 
Conference of the People… 

• Activism also depends to a large extend on the political environment in which 
takes place; Egypt, Marikana, Cato Crest, Zim… 

• with many challenges 
including activist detention, 
threats, torture, assassin, 
arrests… 



• Now that development is somewhat viewed as a blue-print -  top down 
approach, activists favour decentralisation of power, and decision making   

• People oriented views are beginning to gain support 

• It is also interesting to acknowledge the growing recognition of public voice and 
consultation in some cases e.g. uMlazi 



CIVSOC STRENGTH, IMPACT AND SUCCESSES… 

 To build durable social activism needs a great deal of relations among them,  

to support and embrace human co-existence,  interdependence and solicit 

political 

China Ngubane 

How Civsoc succeeds in 
the ambit of  

neo-liberal chains ? 
• Action priorities for the future 


